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Abstract. We used a coupled social-ecological model to study the landscape-scale patterns
emerging from a mobile population of anglers exploiting a spatially structured walleye (Sander
vitreus) fishery. We systematically examined how variations in angler behaviors (i.e., relative
importance of walleye catch rate in guiding fishing site choices), harvesting efficiency (as
implied by varying degrees of inverse density-dependent catchability of walleye), and angler
population size affected the depletion of walleye stocks across 157 lakes located near Thunder
Bay (Ontario, Canada). Walleye production biology was calibrated using lake-specific
morphometric and edaphic features, and angler fishing site choices were modeled using an
empirically grounded multi-attribute utility function. We found support for the hypothesis of
sequential collapses of walleye stocks across the landscape in inverse proportionality of travel
cost from the urban residence of anglers. This pattern was less pronounced when the regional
angler population was low, density-dependent catchability was absent or low, and angler
choices of lakes in the landscape were strongly determined by catch rather than non-catch-
related attributes. Thus, our study revealed a systematic pattern of high catch importance
reducing overfishing potential at low and aggravating overfishing potential at high angler
population sizes. The analyses also suggested that density-dependent catchability might have
more serious consequences for regional overfishing states than variations in angler behavior.
We found little support for the hypotheses of systematic overexploitation of the most
productive walleye stocks and homogenized catch-related qualities among lakes sharing
similar access costs to anglers. Therefore, one should not expect anglers to systematically
exploit the most productive fisheries or to equalize catch rates among lakes through their
mobility and other behaviors. This study underscores that understanding landscape
overfishing dynamics involves a careful appreciation of angler population size and how it
interacts with the attributes that drive angler behaviors and depensatory mechanisms such as
inverse density-dependent catchability. Only when all of these ingredients are considered and
understood can one derive reasonably predictable patterns of overfishing in the landscape.
These patterns range from self-regulating systems with low levels of regional fishing pressure
to sequential collapse of walleye fisheries from the origin of angling effort.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding fish–angler interactions and the result-

ing social-ecological dynamics are important for sus-

tainable recreational-fisheries management (Lester et al.

2003, Carpenter and Brock 2004, Lewin et al. 2006, Post

et al. 2008, Fayram et al. 2009). Yet, fisheries biology

and human-dimensions research in recreational fisheries

often have been poorly integrated, resulting in a limited

understanding of how feedbacks between the ecological

and social states of a fishery influence angling effort and

associated outcomes from management interventions

(e.g., Cox et al. 2003, Arlinghaus et al. 2008, Johnston et

al. 2010). Earlier studies on the interaction between

angling effort and the fish population have often omitted

the feedbacks of angling effort to the fish stock and have

instead assumed fixed exploitation rates or levels of

angling effort (e.g., Maceina et al. 1998, Lovell and

Maceina 2002). Others have modeled angler mobility

and resulting effort dynamics as directly related to some

measure of fish abundance or catch (e.g., Johnson and

Carpenter 1994, Cox et al. 2003, Parkinson et al. 2004,

Post et al. 2008). Only a few studies have conceptualized

fish–angler interactions with an appreciation for the

influence of non-catch-related aspects (e.g., travel

distance, aesthetics, regulations) on angling behaviors
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to account for more-complex decision making by anglers

(Carpenter and Brock 2004, Massey et al. 2006, Post et

al. 2008, Johnston et al. 2010). This body of research

focuses on otherwise difficult-to-predict (i.e., emergent)

properties and outcomes of coupled social-ecological

system dynamics that develop between anglers and fish

populations ranging from single fisheries (Massey et al.

2006, Johnston et al. 2010) to a landscape of fisheries

(Carpenter and Brock 2004, Post et al. 2008).

Understanding the behavioral choices of anglers across

space and time is particularly important when attempting

to manage a regional system of spatially structured

freshwater fisheries linked by a mobile population of

anglers (Post et al. 2002, 2008, Lester et al. 2003, Cox et

al. 2003, Carpenter and Brock 2004, Parkinson et al.

2004, Fayram et al. 2009). With few exceptions (Cox et al.

2003, Carpenter and Brock 2004, Post et al. 2008),

researchers have not developed the theoretical frame-

works and model applications to confront the task of

understanding social-ecological interactions among an-

glers and fish stocks in a landscape of freshwater fisheries.

In particular, most research on coupled angler–fish

interactions has simplified angler behavior, largely

omitting the importance that both catch and non-catch

aspects of the fishing experience have on fishing site

choices by anglers, and hence, effort dynamics. The few

studies that have accounted for mobile anglers interacting

with stocks of fish within a landscape have formulated or

derived three general hypotheses:

1) collapse of even the most productive fish stocks

should occur in areas near large aggregations of anglers

and should spread in the landscape toward more remote

areas (Carpenter and Brock 2004, Post et al. 2008);

2) anglers should systematically overexploit the most

productive stocks in a landscape (Parkinson et al. 2004);

and

3) lakes should offer increasingly similar catch-

dependent angling qualities in regions of equal access

costs and travel distances from a metropolitan area

(Post et al. 2002, 2008, Parkinson et al. 2004).

It remains unclear how these hypotheses hold when a

more realistic angler behavior, driven by a multi-

attribute utility function (e.g., Massey et al. 2006,

Johnston et al. 2010) that involves catch and non-catch

utilities, is assumed to interact with a landscape of

fishing opportunities.

Fishing site choices of anglers that are driven by a

multi-attribute utility function may be an important

mechanism that prevents self regulation of angling effort

in a biological sense (i.e., anglers might not stop fishing

and move to alternate lakes when catch rates drop

because, for example, they might be attracted to short-

distance fishing opportunities even if catch rates are low

[Post et al. 2002]). Indeed, human-dimensions research-

ers have clearly shown that anglers’ site choices depend

on catch- and non-catch-related aspects of fishing (i.e.,

multiple attributes of the experience as reviewed in Hunt

2005). No consensus, however, exists about the relative

importance of catch- (e.g., catch rate, catch of trophy

fish, catch rate of harvestable fish) and non-catch-related

aspects (e.g., travel distance, environmental quality,

congestion) of the fishing experience to anglers (Matlock

et al. 1988, Ditton and Fedler 1989, Peyton and Gigliotti

1989, Matlock 1991, Arlinghaus 2006).

The distribution of overexploited lakes or rivers across

a region depends on the size of the regional angler

population relative to the supply of fish (Post et al. 2008).

This dependency is further conditioned by social and

ecological dynamics such as the importance attached by

anglers to catch prospects of a given lake and the

biological attributes of the target species (Post et al. 2002,

2008, Parkinson et al. 2004). While most fish populations

react to elevated mortality with compensatory mecha-

nisms (e.g., enhanced individual growth, fecundity or

survival, or reduced age of maturity), increasing appre-

ciation exists for so-called depensatory mechanisms that

inhibit rapid population recovery by reducing the

population growth rate at low abundances (Walters

and Kitchell 2001, Post et al. 2002). One specific feature

potentially contributing to depensation and potential

collapse in recreationally exploited fish stocks is inverse

density-dependent catchability (Paloheimo and Dickie

1964, Peterman and Steer 1981, Post et al. 2002).

Catchability is defined as the fraction of a fish stock

captured by one unit effort (e.g., one hour of angling

[Ricker 1975]). Many fisheries models assume this

parameter is independent of fish abundance and, thus,

catch per unit effort is assumed to be proportional to fish

abundance. By contrast, inverse density dependence

implies that catchability increases as fish abundance

declines. Biologically, this phenomenon is due to the

aggregation tendencies of fish species (e.g., schooling,

association with habitat features) and the ability of

anglers to locate aggregations also at low population

size. The degree of density dependence is expected to

depend on the fishing expertise of anglers and their use of

tools (e.g., echo sounders) and among-angler communi-

cation networks that assist in locating fish (Post et al.

2002). Studies have reported wide variation among and

within recreationally important fish species, including no

evidence in support of density dependence (Hansen et al.

2000, Newby et al. 2000, Pierce et al. 2003) to low

(Hansen et al. 2005) and to high (Peterman and Steer

1981, Shuter et al. 1998) levels of density-dependent

catchability. If the degree of density dependence is high,

large changes in fish abundance may have little effect on

catch rates and overexploitation becomes more likely

(Post et al. 2002).

Our objective is to test systematically how landscape-

scale patterns of fishing effort and overfishing respond to

variations in levels of density-dependent catchability and

the importance of catch expectations in influencing

anglers’ site choices. We achieve this objective through

the development of a coupled social-ecological model of a

regional recreational fishery for walleye (Sander vitreus)

that uses Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada as its focal point.
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We explore the general hypothesis offered by Post et al.

(2002, 2008) that the degree of density-dependent catch-

ability affects the proportion of overexploited stocks

across a landscape, and we assess how this general

hypothesis is moderated by the importance of expected

catch in directing fishing site choices by anglers and the

level of regional angling effort. We also examine the

robustness and generality of the three previously described

hypotheses of landscape patterns of overfishing.

METHODS

Model overview

We developed an empirically grounded social-ecologi-

cal simulation model for a regional recreational-fisheries

system where an urban population of anglers targets

walleye within a heterogeneous landscape of lakes. Lakes

were characterized by their ease of access (i.e., travel time

from the metropolitan area of Thunder Bay, Canada,

travel distance along trails), size (e.g., surface area), and

walleye abundance resulting from lake-specific morpho-

metric and edaphic properties that influence recruitment

rates and carrying capacities. Following utility theory for

discrete choices (McFadden 1974), anglers were assumed

to select a lake for fishing that was expected to yield the

highest utility (i.e., welfare) from a set of lakes. An

anglers’ utility for a lake was determined by his/her

knowledge of and preferences for various catch- and non-

catch-related attributes offered by a particular lake and

was calibrated from data of reported angler choices of

lakes for walleye fishing in the Thunder Bay landscape.

Our model was conceptualized with dynamic feed-

backs between fish and anglers because the experience of

fishing at a lake has at least two feedback processes that

potentially affect future anglers’ behaviors. First, the

realized catch/harvest rate provides new information to

the angler that may influence subsequent decisions by

this angler and others about where to fish. For example,

if the catch rate was higher than expected, the angler

may be more likely to revisit this lake in the future (and

vice versa). The extent that this knowledge influences

future selection of a lake for fishing depends on the

relative importance of catch to non-catch-related

attributes that influence the angler’s decision.

The second feedback process is that harvesting of fish

at a lake depletes the fish population and potentially

affects future realized catch, harvest, and expectations of

anglers. In our model, the extent to which a decline in

fish abundance affects catch rates depends on the degree

of density-dependent catchability. If density dependence

is absent, the catch rate declines in proportion to fish

abundance. However, if density-dependent catchability

is strong, large changes in abundance can occur without

having a major effect on the catch rate until abundance

is very low. To model the effects of harvesting, we

started with the logistic model of population growth

used by Post et al. (2008) but also allowed the degree of

density-dependent catchability to be manipulated, as

described in the following section.

Biological processes

We used a biomass dynamic fisheries model (Schaefer

1954, Hilborn and Walters 1992) to describe changes in

fish abundance stemming from walleye exploitation by

angling. This model, also known as the Schaefer surplus

production model, is based on a logistic population

growth model characterized by two parameters: K

(carrying capacity) and r (intrinsic rate of increase).

For a given species, these parameters are expected to

vary among lakes depending on variance in environ-

mental variables, in turn creating heterogeneity in

walleye productivity across the landscape of lakes.

Annual changes in walleye biomass within each lake

(l ) were modeled as

Bl;yþ1 ¼ Bl;y þ rl 3Bl;y 1ÿ
Bl;y

Kl

� �

ÿ
X

T

t¼1

X

N

n¼1

Cl;y;t;n ð1Þ

where B is biomass at the start of a year (y) and C is the

accumulated harvest during a year from the T fishing

trips taken by each of N anglers. To simplify matters, we

assume that all anglers take the same number of trips per

year and that anglers do not release fish, so that harvest

can be modeled using the catch equation that estimates

all catches from the trips taken by anglers to a specific

lake within a year:

X

T

t¼1

X

N

n¼1

Cl;y;t;n ¼ B
l;y�ð1ÿ eÿql;y;t;nEl;y;t;nÞ ð2Þ

where Bl,y* equals the biomass at lake l for year y that

accounts for depletion by catch from anglers within that

current year, E is fishing effort (i.e., trip duration in

hours) for an angler (n), trip (t), and year (y), and q is

the catchability coefficient (i.e., the proportion of the

stock removed per unit of effort). This formulation of

the catch equation is preferred over the simpler form

(i.e., Cl,y¼ ql,y El,y Bl,y) because it accounts for depletion

within the fishing season and ensures that harvest cannot

exceed biomass (Walters 1986:77). It assumes a type-1

fishery (Ricker 1975:10) where natural mortality occurs

during a time of year other than the fishing season.

Catchability of walleye was modeled as

ql;y;t;n ¼
a

Al

Bl;y;t;n

Al

� �b
ð3Þ

where a is area-specific catchability (Engstrom-Heg

1986), Al is lake area, and b is the degree of density

dependence. When b ¼ 0 (no density dependence),

catchability is constant within each lake. When b . 0,

catchability increases as fish density (i.e., Bl,y,n,t/Al)

decreases.

Angler processes

Modeling the angler’s decision of where to fish was

based on a utility-theoretic approach that combines

utility maximization and random utility theories
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(McFadden 1974, Manski 1977, Ben-Akiva and Lerman

1985). Accordingly, anglers are assumed to choose a site

(here a lake) from a set of lakes with the highest utility.

Multiple attributes, both catch and non-catch related,

contribute to an angler’s utility for each lake, and utility

changes in response to angler exploitation and the

biological responses of the fish population (Johnston et

al. 2010).

While utility is assumed to be deterministic for

anglers, researchers who model angler behaviors adopt

random utility theory to acknowledge their limited

abilities to understand and estimate utility for each

angler, trip context, and each lake (Manski 1977, Ben-

Akiva and Lerman 1985). These limited abilities add

uncertainty to estimates of utility and subsequently to

the predictions of fishing site choices by anglers. This

uncertainty is accommodated into the fishing site-choice

model by considering utility (U) for a lake (l ) by angler

(n) to consist of parts that are deterministic or

measurable (V ) and stochastic or unobserved (e):

Un;l;d ¼ Vn;l;d þ en;l;d ð4Þ

where V is a function of attributes known to affect

angler utility and d indicates the trip context (in our

application, single- or multiple-day trip). By assuming

that the unobserved parts of utility (en,l,d) are indepen-

dently and identically distributed, type I extreme value,

McFadden (1974) showed that the probability (P) of

choice by an individual for any alternative (lake l ) from

a set of S lakes is predicted from a conditional logit

model:

Pn;l;d ¼
elVn;l;d

X

S

m¼1

elVn;m;d

ð5Þ

where l is a scale factor that is inversely related to the

variance of the unobserved utilities (Ben Akiva and

Lerman 1985).

Following other utility-theoretic applications (Hunt

2005), the deterministic part of utility (V ) is expanded to

Vn;l;d ¼ f ðTTn;lÞbTT;d þ f ðTDn;lÞbTD;d þ f ðAlÞbA;d

þbCUE;dCUEn;l ð6Þ

where TT is travel time, TD is trail distance, A is lake

area, and CUE is expected catch per unit effort, the bs

are angler preferences that scale the values of these

attributes to utility, and f represents possible transfor-

mations to the attribute values that are empirically

determined (see Parameter values). Travel time focuses

on the cost to anglers of reaching a specific fishing site.

Trail distance measures the quality of access that

influences fishing site choices by anglers (Hunt et al.

2007, Kaufman et al. 2009). Lake size is typically

included in models of fishing site choice because large

lakes typically hold larger-sized fish (e.g., Shuter et al.

1998) and provide anglers with chances for solitude

(Hunt 2005). The catch-related attribute CUE links

angler site choices and the abundance of the walleye

populations as

CUEn;l ¼
Bl;y;tð1ÿ eÿql;y;tEl;y;t Þ

El;y;t

ð7Þ

where the numerator is from Eq. 2 and the denominator

(E) standardizes catch per unit of effort (catch per

hour). By including CUE in the deterministic utility

function (Eq. 7), the two feedback processes are

apparent. Anglers’ choices of fishing sites are influenced

by the expected catch at the lakes and the importance of

these catches to anglers. The depletion of walleye at a

lake is influenced by the effort that anglers expend on a

lake (Eq. 2) where effort arises from choices by anglers

from the available fishing sites (Eq. 5, Table 1). This

depletion in turn can affect the catch rates expected by

anglers and, subsequently, future choices of lakes for

fishing by anglers. We assumed that any angler who

fished at a given lake would communicate catch

information to all other anglers. Therefore, the expected

catch rates for lakes did not differ among the anglers

(i.e., CUEn,l ¼ CUEl). We also assumed that a

population of anglers would expend all potential effort

for any given year (i.e., the total trips in any year would

equal the number of anglers times the number of trips as

implied by Eq. 1).

Parameter values

Lake landscape.—The modeled fisheries landscape

was based on the geographical reality of Thunder Bay,

Ontario, Canada. This city is the largest in northwestern

Ontario (population 122 907; data available online),6

and residents have access to hundreds of lakes within

300 km of the city. Hunt et al. (2007) conducted an

angling diary study with a sample of Thunder Bay

anglers to understand factors that affect fishing site

choices. They found that walleye was a primary target

species of anglers, and the diary provided data to assess

how travel time, trail distance, and lake size influenced

angler selection of lakes. In addition, many lakes in the

Thunder Bay area were surveyed by Ontario’s Aquatic

Habitat Inventory program (Dodge et al. 1984),

supplying measures of environmental variables that

were used to estimate walleye carrying capacity (K )

and intrinsic rate (r) of increase (Lester et al. 2004;

Appendix A). Landscape parameter values used in the

simulations were, thus, based on realistic properties of

walleye lakes around Thunder Bay.

We simulated fishing for a subset of 157 walleye lakes

(L) for which environmental variables were available to

estimate carrying capacity (K ) and intrinsic rate of

increase (r) of walleye (see Appendix A). The distribu-

6 hhttp://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2006/dp-pd/
hlt/97-550/Index.cfm?TPL¼P1C&Page¼RETR&LANG¼
Eng&T¼201&S¼3&O¼D&RPP¼150i
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tion of biomass carrying capacities varied over the

landscape, reflecting environmental differences in hab-

itat capacities and walleye production biology (Table 1).

Other fisheries landscape attributes included in anglers’

multi-attribute utility function for fishing site choices

(Eq. 6, Table 1) were travel time (TT), trail distance

(TD), and lake area (A). Travel time for each lake was

calculated based on its road distance from Thunder Bay

using geographic information systems (GIS). Road

inventories, developed as part of the angling diary

program (Hunt et al. 2007), were used to classify roads

and trails into paved, high-quality gravel, mid-quality

gravel, and low-quality gravel roads, and trail designa-

tions. Following this past research, travel time was

calculated by assuming travel speeds of 90, 65, 50, 20,

and 10 km/h for paved, high-quality, mid-quality, low-

quality roads and trails, respectively. Trail distance (km)

was calculated from the same road inventory, and lake

area was available from GIS databases.

Catchability.—We explored the frequency of occur-

rence and the spatial distribution of the landscape-scale

overfishing patterns predicted by our model to the

degree of density-dependent catchability. To this end, we

assigned a range of values to b (0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6) in

Eq. 3 that captured the empirical reports of no statistical

significance to the statistically significant value of b ¼

0.18 in the few available published estimates for walleye

recreational fishing (Hansen et al. 2000, 2005, Newby et

al. 2000). While not accounting for exceptionally high

reported values (e.g., b . 1.00) for some fish species

(Peterman and Steer 1981), the range encompassed, and

exceeded, the reported density-dependent catchability

values for commercial fish species (0.25 to 0.36, as

reviewed by Harley et al. [2001]). The extreme value of b

¼ 0.6 should, therefore, represent a realistic upper limit

for recreational fishing of walleye. For each value of b,

area-specific catchability was calculated as

a ¼ CUEmax max
Kl

Al

� �bÿ1

ð8Þ

where CUEmax is the maximum catch rate of walleye

(0.4 kg/h) and max(Kl/Al) is the maximum biomass

density (kg/ha) across the lakes. The 0.4 value represents

the expected maximum catch rate for walleye. It was

based on Wisconsin data (Hansen et al. 2005) that

suggested that 0.8 walleyes/h represented a very high

catch rate among regional lakes, and from unpublished

data that the mean mass of harvested walleye in Ontario

is approximately 0.5 kg per fish (i.e., CUEmax¼ 0.4 kg/h

¼ 0.8 fish/h3 0.5 kg/fish). These constraints are needed

to ensure that CUEmax is the same for all values of b.

TABLE 1. Model parameters and values used in simulations.

Variable Description Value

Lake landscape

L number of lakes 157
A lake area (ha) 1394 (35ÿ24 899)
K carrying capacity (kg) 8744 (144ÿ225 833)
K/A biomass density at carrying capacity (kg/ha) 6.00 (0.74ÿ16.31)
r intrinsic rate of increase (yrÿ1) 0.40 (0.34ÿ0.46)
r(K/A) index of productivity (kg�haÿ1�yrÿ1) 2.39 (0.07ÿ1.54)
TT travel time (minutes) 127.8 (17.2ÿ245.0)
TD trail distance (km) 0.06 (0.00ÿ4.40)

Catchability

b degree of density dependence f0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6g
a area-specific catchability f0.0245, 0.0429, 0.0749, 0.1309g
CUEmax maximum catch per unit effort, CUE (kg/h) 0.4
Max(K/A) maximum carrying capacity density (kg/ha) 16.31

Preference coefficients in angler utility model, single day trips (see Eq. 6)

BA importance of lake size (based on ln A) 0.4725
BTT importance of travel time ÿ0.0282
BTD importance of trail distance (based on ln TD) ÿ1.1715
bCUE importance of CUE (i.e., catch importance) f0.705, 4.230, 8.460, 12.690, 16.920g

Preference coefficients in angler utility model, multiple day trips (see Eq. 6)

BA importance of lake size (based on ln A) 0.6621
bTT importance of travel time ÿ0.0142
BTD importance of trail distance (based on ln TD) ÿ1.1715
bCUE importance of CUE (i.e. catch importance) f0.355, 2.130, 4.260, 6.390, 8.520g

Fishing effort

N number of anglers f3420, 17 100, 30 780g
T number of trips per angler and year 8 (single day), 4 (multiple day)
E angling effort per trip (h) 4 (single day), 8 (multiple day)

Notes: For the lake landscape, values shown are means and ranges (in parentheses) of the 157 lakes. In other sections, curly
brackets surrounding values identify parameters that varied among scenarios: density-dependent catchability (b), catch importance
(bCUE), and number of anglers (N ). (The multiple values for area-specific catchability, a, correspond in sequence to the values of b,
see Eq. 8.)
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Given that the highest estimate of walleye density (K/A)

in our landscape was 16.31 kg/ha, this assumption

implied that a ranged from 0.0245 to 0.1309 as b

increased from 0.0 to 0.6 (Table 1). Fixing the a value

for all lakes ensured that for any b value, one function

related all levels of biomass density to expected CUE

(i.e., harvest per unit effort in the absence of catch-and-

release) regardless of whether lakes had different initial

biomass densities (Fig. 1). Fig. 1 outlines the resulting

effect of density-dependence in catchability in terms of

higher harvesting efficiencies with increases in parameter

values for b.

Angler utility function.—For non-catch related attri-

butes (lake size, travel time, and trail distance) of the

angler utility function (Eq. 6), preference coefficients

(i.e., bA, bTD, and bTT) were estimated from an angler

diary program (Hunt et al. 2007; Appendix B). Anglers

were more likely to choose a lake for walleye fishing if

lake area was large and travel time and trail distances

were small. From an information-theoretic approach to

model selection (Burnham and Anderson 2002), the best

model resulted when lake size and trail distance were

log-transformed (Appendix B). In addition, choice of

fishing sites by anglers differed depending on the trip

context: travel time was less important and lake size

more important when anglers took a multiple day rather

than a single day trip. These differences in preferences

for attributes for single and multiple day trip contexts

have implications for model predictions of angling effort

(see Appendix C). Consequently, preference coefficients

in the angler utility model were reported separately for

each context (Table 1).

Preference coefficients for expected catch (bCUE)

could not be accurately estimated from the diary data

because any estimates of individual angler catch rate on

a given lake from the angling diary would have a high

degree of uncertainty and be influenced by small sample

size and angler skills. To estimate such preferences, one

requires accurate estimates of expected catch rates

offered by various walleye lakes. Instead, knowing that

fish abundance and the resulting expected catch rate of

walleye likely influences site choices (as reviewed by

Hunt [2005]), we chose to conduct a scenario-based

analysis with a priori values that were assigned to reflect

a range in relative catch importance to angler site choice

(Table 1):

bCUE;d ¼
ÿbTT;dTT

�

CUE
� ð9Þ

where bCUE,d equals anglers’ preference for CUE for trip

context d, bTT,d equals anglers’ preference for travel time

(note the negative sign results in a positive numerator),

TT* equals the specified increase to travel time to be

compensated for by increased expected catch rates, and

CUE* equals the specified increase to expected catch rate

of walleye. The equation sets the preference for CUE of

walleye (bCUE,d) exactly to compensate for the decreased

utility from increasing travel to TT* by improving CUE

by CUE*. The specified values for TT* were 10, 60, 120,

180, and 240 minutes in travel time while CUE* was set

to 0.4 kg/h as similarly defined for CUEmax from Eq. 8.

For the lowest specified TT* value of 10 minutes travel

time, anglers are reluctant to leave a lake to travel to

another lake with a higher expected catch rate (see

preference coefficients in Table 1). For the highest value

of TT* of 240 minutes, anglers are very willing to leave a

lake for another lake with a higher catch rate. Within the

results, we refer to the five preference scenarios as very

low, low, medium, high, and very high importance

attached to catch vs. non-catch utilities.

Fishing effort.—Our simulations assumed a variable

number of anglers, but the same attributes for trip

duration and number of trips per year by each angler

(Table 1). From empirical data (Hunt et al. 2007),

anglers were assumed to take eight single-day trips (4 h

effort per trip) and four multiple-day trips (12 h effort

per trip). Variation in the number of anglers was used to

simulate different levels of regional effort. Given that

total lake area (sum of 157 lakes) was 215 858 ha, the

implied average regional fishing pressure (effort/area)

for each effort scenario was 1, 5, and 9 h�haÿ1�yrÿ1,
which we labeled as low, medium, and high, respectively.

Thus, while angling effort could shift among the lakes

enabling a numerical response by anglers to changing

fish abundance and associated catch rates, the total

effort in the landscape was constant within the three

regional effort scenarios.

Outline of analysis

In the simulations, we varied the importance of catch

to angler site choice by five levels, the degree of density-

dependent walleye catchability by four levels, and the

number of anglers in the metropolitan area of Thunder

Bay by three levels (Table 1), resulting in 60 scenarios.

In this manner, we examined all possible combinations

of how the preference for (importance of ) catch (i.e.,

bCUE in Eq. 6) by anglers interacted with the degree of

FIG. 1. Relationship between catch per unit effort and
biomass density for differing levels of density-dependent
catchability (b).
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density-dependent catchability (b) and angler popula-

tion size to determine the spatial pattern and degree of

overfishing on the Thunder Bay landscape of lakes. To

measure overfishing, we classified lakes by their biomass

at equilibrium relative to carrying capacity. Lakes were

classified as sustainable when relative biomass (B/K )

was greater than 0.5, which is equivalent to biomass at

maximum sustainable yield for the logistic surplus

production model (Schaefer 1954). Lakes were arbi-

trarily defined as collapsed when relative biomass was

less than 0.1 and as overexploited when relative biomass

was less than 0.5 but greater than 0.1.

At the onset of simulations, all lakes were initialized

to pristine conditions, with walleye biomass equal to the

estimated carrying capacity. All anglers were assumed to

take their first trip before any angler took a second trip

(see Eq. 1). The order of trip types was held constant:

each angler took two single-day trips and then one

multiple-day trip. This cycle was repeated four times,

resulting in 12 trips per angler and year. Expected catch

(CUE) for anglers was calculated for each lake using Eq.

7 and used with non-catch lake attributes (e.g., lake size

and travel distance to Thunder Bay), to calculate lake-

specific utilities for the anglers (Vl; Eq. 6). The first

angler then selected a lake for his/her first fishing trip by

randomly choosing a lake weighted by the utility-based

probabilities of each of the 157 lakes (Eq. 5). The actual

catch rate (and CUE) was then calculated (Eq. 7),

walleye biomass in that lake was adjusted for depletion

(Eq. 2) assuming catch equals harvest (i.e., no catch-

and-release), and information about CUE at a given

lake was communicated to all other anglers. At the end

of each trip, angler catch expectations were updated

(Eqs. 2 and 7) and the lake selection process was

repeated. This cycle continued for all trips by all anglers

within a year. This meant that in our model the

prescribed regional effort potential (angler numbers

multiplied by trips and effort per trip) was fixed and was

entirely allocated to fishing. At the start of the next year,

the initial biomass of each lake was recalculated by

accounting for the walleye’s ability to recover biomass

after removal in a given lake (Eq. 1), and the lake

selection process by anglers was then repeated. We

recorded fishing effort and fish abundance on each lake

and year, which were used to calculate outcomes of

interest such as overexploitation and collapse of walleye

stocks. Because anglers drew fishing site choices from

the choice probabilities (Eq. 5), eight replications were

run for each scenario to assess the robustness of the

conclusions and landscape-scale patterns. Each simula-

tion was run for 100 years (y).

To determine if and when the model reached

equilibrium, we compared a moving five-year average

annual walleye harvest to the same average from the

previous five years. The system was assumed to have

equilibrated when the change in harvests between the

two five-year periods was less than one percent for all 60

scenarios (i.e., combinations of effort, catch importance,

and density-dependent catchability). While two-thirds of

the scenarios reached equilibrium by year 40, the

scenario with the highest level of effort, catch impor-

tance, and density-dependent catchability did not

equilibrate until year 83. Therefore, we based the results

on the 10-year means from years 83 to 92 for the eight

replications of each scenario. Variations among repli-

cates were very small for all scenarios (e.g., average

coefficient of variation for annual harvest was ,2%).

We report the results of the different scenarios in four

major sections. First, we describe how the regional levels

of fishing effort and extreme levels of catch importance

and density-dependent catchability influenced the spatial

distribution of fishing pressure (i.e., angling effort

intensity) on the 157 lakes.

Second, we describe how the effect of fishing on walleye

biomass varied depending on the assumed level of density-

dependent catchability, catch importance, and regional

effort. To demonstrate this variability, we contrasted the

relationships that existed at extreme values of density-

dependent catchability and catch importance using the

simulation results from all three levels of regional effort.

Knowledge of these relationships helps to understand the

processes that produce the landscape pattern of overfish-

ing from the various scenarios.

The third section describes landscape-level outcomes

on overfishing. The sustainable, collapsed, and overex-

ploited labels were used to describe the spatial patterns

of overfishing arising from different scenarios. Results

were summarized for all scenarios at the landscape level

by reporting the proportions of lakes that were

overexploited and/or collapsed.

Finally, we tested the three landscape hypotheses

proposed by earlier research from coupled social-

ecological interactions of anglers at the landscape scale.

First, we tested the hypothesis of sequential collapse of

recreational fisheries away from origins of anglers

(Carpenter and Brock 2004, Post et al. 2008). Support

for this hypothesis would exist if the results show that

mean relative biomass (B/K ) at equilibrium increases

with distance from Thunder Bay. For visualization

purposes, we divided lakes into discrete classes based on

travel time from Thunder Bay and calculated mean

relative biomass for stocks within each travel time class.

Results for the various scenarios of regional effort and

extreme levels of catch importance and density-depen-

dent catchability were examined to assess the degree of

support for this hypothesis.

The second hypothesis examined was that, in a

landscape fishery, anglers systematically overexploit

the more productive fish stocks (Parkinson et al.

2004). We tested this hypothesis by measuring the

correlation between the degree of exploitation at

equilibrium and productivity. The degree of exploitation

was calculated as the change in biomass relative to

carrying capacity (i.e., 1 – B/K ). Productivity was

measured as the product of carrying capacity per unit
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area (K/A) and intrinsic rate of increase (r). A positive

correlation implies support for the hypothesis.

The third hypothesis, which is a corollary of the

second hypothesis, focuses on the assumed homogeni-

zation of catch-dependent angling quality for stocks that

have similar access costs for anglers (Post et al. 2002,

Parkinson et al. 2004). To test this hypothesis, we

compared the among-lake variation in catch rates at

equilibrium and pre-exploitation (carrying capacity) for

lakes with similar travel times from Thunder Bay as the

anglers’ point of origin.

One should view our simulations as an empirically

informed modeling experiment that involves systematic

exploration of how varying assumptions about angler

behaviors (represented by importance of catch for

choosing fishing sites), the harvesting efficiency of

anglers (represented by density-dependent catchability),

and angler population size affect the degree and pattern

of exploitation on a specific landscape. Due to a lack of

independent information on walleye abundance and

fishing pressure for all modeled lakes, we cannot assess

the validity of the model outputs. However, our results

help to understand systematic patterns and outcomes

and how these agree with earlier research.

RESULTS

Spatial distribution of fishing pressure

The spatial distribution of angling effort across lakes

indicated that fishing pressure (i.e., effort per unit area)

at equilibrium was generally higher near the anglers’

point of origin (i.e., Thunder Bay) than in more remote

areas (Fig. 2). While this result was true for all levels of

regional angling effort, the resulting patterns of fishing

pressure were systematically related to assumptions

about density-dependent catchability and the importance

of catch in influencing anglers’ selection of lakes. For all

scenarios with constant catchability (b ¼ 0.0), fishing

pressure was distributed more uniformly across the

landscape of walleye lakes as the relative importance of

catch to anglers increased (Fig. 2). This result stemmed

from the increased mobility of anglers due to their desire

to find lakes offering high catch rates to compensate for

localized fish depletion near their point of origin (see

Landscape-level outcomes of overfishing for details).

Increases in density-dependent catchability had little

influence on angler mobility when catch was of little

importance to anglers. However, when catch importance

was very high and regional effort low, a shift toward a

more equitable distribution of fishing pressure across the

landscape was observed. For example, comparing the

two maps of differing levels of catch importance when

density-dependent catchability was high (b ¼ 0.6) and

regional effort was low indicated that fishing pressure

near Thunder Bay declined when catch importance was

higher. The effects of catch importance at higher levels of

regional effort and density-dependent catchability were

not obvious in Fig. 2, although it appears that angler

mobility across the landscape declined slightly with

increasing catch importance.

Effects on lake-specific yields and stocks

Changes in the spatial distribution of fishing pressure

(Fig. 2) affected the equilibrium levels of walleye yield

and stock biomass. The effect of catch importance was

very noticeable when regional effort was low (left

column in Figs. 3 and 4). The yield–effort plots

demonstrated that increasing catch importance elimi-

nated high levels of fishing pressure on lakes. With

constant catchability (b¼0) and a very low level of catch

importance, the results describe a dome that peaks when

fishing pressure is approximately 8 h�haÿ1�yrÿ1 and

extinguishes at approximately 15 h�haÿ1�yrÿ1. By con-

trast, when catch importance was very high only the

ascending hill of this dome was observed because lakes

with fishing pressure higher than the level that maxi-

mizes yield did not exist. The consequences on the

biomass of walleye stocks are shown by plotting the

biomass relative to carrying capacity (B/K ) and fishing

pressure (Fig. 4). A relative biomass of 0.5 corresponds

to the biomass existing when yield is maximized. Results

for low regional effort and constant catchability showed

that many lakes were overexploited when catch impor-

tance was very low, but few when catch importance was

very high.

The role of catch importance in reducing overexploi-

tation was less noticeable when density-dependent

catchability was high (b ¼ 0.6, bottom half of Figs. 3

and 4). In this case, the shape of the equilibrium

relationship changed to a cliff. Yield rose to a peak, was

maximized at 4 h�haÿ1�yrÿ1, and crashed beyond this

fishing pressure threshold. This threshold was frequently

exceeded and many stocks were collapsed when expected

catch was not an important driver of fishing site

selection for anglers. However, when regional effort

was low, increased catch importance eliminated cases

where fishing pressure exceeded this threshold and

consequently, the frequency of stock collapse was low.

At higher levels of regional effort, the effects of catch

importance were less obvious from Figs. 3 and 4.

Naturally, higher regional effort resulted in higher levels

of fishing pressure on lakes. When catch importance was

very low, fishing pressure frequently exceeded values

that maximized yield and many lakes were overexploited

(e.g., B/K , 0.5). However, these results also occurred

when catch importance was very high.

Landscape-level outcomes of overfishing

The patterns of regional overfishing were analyzed by

plotting the proportions of 157 lakes that were overex-

ploited and collapsed (B/K , 0.5), and the subset of the

lakes that were only collapsed (B/K , 0.1) for all

scenarios (Fig. 5). Angler behavior driven by pursuit of

high catch had a self-regulatory effect when regional

effort was low (i.e., increasing catch importance to

anglers reduced the proportion of overexploited and
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collapsed walleye populations in the landscape; Figs. 5

and 6). This self-regulatory effect was strongest when

catchability of walleye was constant (b¼ 0.0). At higher

levels of regional effort, there was no evidence of self-

regulatory effects from higher levels of catch importance

to anglers. Here, increasing catch importance increased

the number of overexploited and collapsed lakes near the

anglers’ origin or on the entire landscape. This increase

FIG. 2. Spatial distribution of annual fishing pressure ([hours of fishing effort]�haÿ1�yrÿ1) on lakes at equilibrium with varying
levels of regional angling effort (columns), density-dependent catchability (b ¼ 0.0 or 0.6), and catch importance (CI ¼ VL, very
low, or CI¼VH, very high). The logarithm of fishing pressure is proportional to circle size. Lakes with fishing pressure ,1 were
coded as zero for the log of fishing pressure.
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was exacerbated when density-dependent catchability

was high (b ¼ 0.6). In extreme cases of regional effort,

density-dependent catchability, and catch importance,

almost all stocks of walleye collapsed (Figs. 5 and 6).

Examining three hypotheses about landscape-scale

patterns of overfishing

Our results supported the first hypothesis that recrea-

tional fisheries are prone to collapse in inverse relation to

travel time and/or costs from the anglers’ point of origin

(Figs. 6, 7). The mean relative biomass (B/K ) of lakes

consistently increased with travel time from Thunder Bay.

The extent of collapsed walleye stocks was determined by

comparing the average relative biomass for lakes within

any travel time zone to 0.1 (i.e., our defined threshold for

collapse). The separate panels in Fig. 7 demonstrate that

the extent of this collapsed zone increased with regional

effort. In general, the extent also increasedwith the level of

density-dependent catchability and catch importance. For

example, at the medium level of regional effort, the extent

of collapsed walleye stocks was approximately 60 minutes

travel time from the anglers’ origin with constant

catchability (b¼ 0.0). This extent increased to about 150

minutes travel time when density-dependent catchability

was high (b ¼ 0.6) and catch importance was very low.

When catch importance was very high, this extent

increased further to 240 minutes. An exception existed

when regional effort was low. For these scenarios, an

increase in catch importance reduced the extent of

collapsed walleye stocks (i.e., catch-driven angling effort

helped to self-regulate the regional fishery).

FIG. 3. Relationships between lake yields ([kg fish]�haÿ1�yrÿ1) and annual fishing pressure at equilibrium with varying levels of
density dependent catchability (b¼0.0 or 0.6), regional effort intensity (low, mid, or high¼1, 5, or 9 h�haÿ1�yrÿ1, respectively), and
catch importance (CI¼ VL, very low, or CI ¼ VH, very high). Lakes with fishing pressure .20 h�haÿ1�yrÿ1 are not shown.
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Only weak support existed for the second hypothesis

that anglers systematically overexploit the more pro-

ductive stocks in the landscape (Fig. 8). Positive

correlations between the degree of exploitation and

productivity existed only in a few scenarios. The highest

correlation coefficient (r ¼ 0.29, df ¼ 155, P , 0.01)

existed when regional effort was low, catch importance

was high, and catchability was constant. More homo-

geneous exploitation of walleye stocks resulted when

density-dependent catchability increased and regional

effort increased. Therefore, our analyses suggests that

one should only expect more productive stocks to be

systematically overexploited when anglers are highly

motivated by catch aspects of the fishing experience and

regional angling effort and density-dependent catchabil-

ity are low. In fact, only five scenarios had correlation

coefficients that were positive and significantly different

from zero (P , 0.05). One scenario had a mid level of

regional effort, constant catchability, and very high level

of catch importance. The other four scenarios were at a

low level of regional effort with constant or low density-

dependent (b ¼ 0.2) catchability and high or very high

levels of catch importance.

The third hypotheses of presumed homogenization of

among-lake catch qualities in zones of equal access costs

was assessed by comparing standard deviations and

coefficients of variation in catch rates at equilibrium for

lakes with similar travel times to the anglers’ origin

(Table 2). While we only present a subset of travel times,

the conclusions from the presented results are represen-

tative of the general results (see Appendix D for

distributions of catch rates for all lakes). With constant

FIG. 4. Relationship between relative biomass (biomass divided by carrying capacity, B/K ) and fishing pressure at equilibrium
with varying levels of density-dependent catchability (b ¼ 0.0 or 0.6), regional effort (low, mid, or high ¼ 1, 5, or 9 h�haÿ1�yrÿ1,
respectively), and catch importance (CI¼VL, very low, or CI¼VH, very high). Lakes with fishing pressure.20 h�haÿ1�yrÿ1 are not
shown.
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catchability (b ¼ 0.0), the standard deviations of catch

rates among lakes were lower under equilibrium

conditions compared to initial conditions when all lakes

were at carrying capacity. This result indicated that

exploitation resulted in some homogenization of catch

rates within zones of similar travel costs. This same

trend did not hold when density-dependent catchability

was high (b ¼ 0.6). The degree of homogenization

typically increased with higher levels of catch impor-

tance. This result suggested that increased angler

mobility pushed catch rates for walleye increasingly

toward a regional average adjusted for the costs

(disutility) of accessing the fishing site. However,

substantial among-lake variability remained in the catch

rates for the different scenarios and travel time intervals

except when stocks collapsed. This result along with

only small reductions in the coefficients of variation

between the initial unexploited and equilibrium condi-

tions suggests that one shall not necessarily expect

homogenization of catch rates after accounting for

travel costs in a regional landscape of recreational

fisheries.

DISCUSSION

Using empirical information about walleye, anglers,

and lakes on a landscape near Thunder Bay, Ontario, we

showed how regional angling effort, angler behavior,

and harvesting efficiency interact to shape landscape

patterns of overfishing. We demonstrated that only by

considering the synergy of these factors can one

understand the observed patterns. Our study under-

scores that attempts to derive general predictions about

landscape patterns of overfishing must consider the level

of angling intensity across a landscape (Post et al. 2008)

and the multi-attribute utility function driving angler

behavior (Johnston et al. 2010). Otherwise, assumed

landscape-level properties such as geographic distribu-

tion of collapsed fisheries will be at best context (i.e.,

landscape) specific. This study is a contribution to the

emerging idea that a thorough understanding of the

behavioral processes of anglers is fundamental to

improve the management of multi-stock, spatially

structured, freshwater recreational fisheries (Lester et

al. 2003). In this context, our study is among the few to

outline explicitly and prominently how catch- and non-

catch-related factors interact with the regional angler

population size to drive landscape-scale overfishing

patterns. Our study is the first to outline the potentially

serious consequences of neglecting inverse density-

dependent catchability for landscape-level overfishing.

We first discuss profound consequences of inverse

density-dependent catchability to help understand the

results. Armed with these insights, we discuss the

generality of three hypotheses about landscape-scale

patterns and outcomes from research in recreational

fisheries (Cox et al. 2003, Carpenter and Brock 2004,

Parkinson et al. 2004, Post et al. 2008).

Consequences of density-dependent catchability

As Post et al. (2002, 2008) forewarned, understanding

depensatory mechanisms such as inverse density-depen-

dent catchability in recreational fishing is imperative for

effective management in landscape fisheries. One expects

some degree of density-dependent catchability to exist in

all recreational fisheries because constant catchability (b

¼ 0) implies that anglers are random foragers, lacking

either the knowledge that would direct their fishing to

habitats preferred by target species, or the technology

FIG. 5. Proportion of lakes overexploited and collapsed (B/K, 0.5) and only collapsed (B/K, 0.1) at equilibrium with varying
levels of density-dependent catchability (b ¼ 0.0 or 0.6), regional angling effort, and catch importance driving angler site choices
(VL, very low; L, low; M, medium; H, high; or VH, very high).
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(e.g., bathymetric maps, depth-sounders) to locate

preferred habitats. Experienced anglers are efficient

harvesters who do not fish randomly and, consequently,

their catch rates are expected to be higher than those

predicted by a constant-catchability model. Our simu-

lations spanned the range of density dependence

reported in the literature. Whereas some studies of

recreational fisheries have failed to detect density

dependence in catchability (e.g., pike, Esox lucius;

Pierce et al. 2003), small density dependence (b ¼ 0.18)

FIG. 6. Spatial patterns of not overexploited, overexploited but not collapsed (0.1 � B/K , 0.5), and collapsed (B/K , 0.10)
walleye stocks for all levels of regional effort and extreme levels of catch importance (CI: VL, very low; or VH, very high) and
density-dependent catchability (b¼ 0.0 or 0.6).
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has been reported for walleye (Hansen et al. 2005), and a

much larger value (b ¼ 0.6) was implied for lake trout

(Salvelinus namaycush; Shuter et al. 1998).

Density-dependent catchability has a profound effect

on the equilibrium relationship between stock biomass

and fishing pressure (Fig. 4), which has important

consequences on two traits related to overfishing: the

sensitivity of a population to overexploitation and its

ability to recover from overexploitation. The biomass

and fishing pressure relationships indicated by results in

Fig. 4 are fuzzy because each point referred to a different

walleye population and the intrinsic rate of increase (r)

varied among populations. Patterns are still evident

because variation in r was small (0.34–0.46). The

relationships in Fig. 4 suggest that sensitivity to

overexploitation of fish stocks increases with the degree

of density dependence. With constant catchability (b ¼

0), a fishing pressure of approximately 8 h�haÿ1�yrÿ1 is

needed to reduce the biomass to 50% of carrying

capacity. By contrast, when density dependence is very

high (b ¼ 0.6), the same level of impact occurs when

fishing pressure is only about 4 h�haÿ1�yrÿ1. The other

noteworthy effect of density-dependent catchability is

that it results in a zone of fishing pressure where there

are two equilibrium values for biomass, a higher value

that is stable and a lower value that is unstable (Shuter

et al. 1998). If biomass is above the lower equilibrium

value, biomass will move toward the higher equilibrium

value. However, if biomass falls below the lower value,

the population will collapse. This pattern of behavior,

due to density-dependent catchability, has important

consequences on the ability of stocks to recover from

overexploitation, especially in a landscape fishery. If

fishing pressure reduced stock biomass to an unsustain-

able level, small reductions in fishing effort are unlikely

to have the desired effect of increasing biomass because

the ongoing decline in stock biomass reduces the

sustainable level of fishing pressure. Relatively large

and abrupt changes in fishing pressure would be needed

to break this cycle and ensure stock recovery, but such

changes in fishing pressure are not expected in a

landscape fishery where more than catch drives the

fishing site choices by anglers. Thus, one expects that

increasing density-dependent catchability in a landscape

fishery will not only increase sensitivity of stocks to

overexploitation, but also curtail stock recovery because

the spatial redistribution of fishing pressure responds

slowly to changes in fish abundance. Consequently, we

hope that researchers will pay greater attention to the

potential effects of density-dependent catchability in

studies of recreational fishing.

Sequential collapses of stocks in the landscape

spreading from an urban center

In agreement with earlier landscape models of

recreational fisheries (Carpenter and Brock 2004, Post

et al. 2008) and empirical findings (Post et al. 2002), we

found two properties that consistently emerged from the

coupled social-ecological model of walleye fishing. First,

fishing pressure was highest on lakes near the anglers’

single point of origin (i.e., Thunder Bay) and dissipated

as travel time to the origin increased. Second, we found

strong support for patterns of sequential collapse across

the landscape, with the probability of stock collapse

being inversely related to travel time (costs) from the

anglers’ point of origin (Figs. 6 and 7). Similarly, we

found that the spatial extent of overfished areas near the

anglers’ point of origin increased with regional angling

FIG. 7. Relationship of mean relative biomass at equilibrium and travel time with varying levels of density-dependent
catchability (b¼ 0.0 or 0.6), regional angling effort, and catch importance (CI: VL, very low; or VH, very high).
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effort. These properties were in agreement with the

rainbow trout (Onchorhynchus mykiss) landscape model

by Post et al. (2008). However, collapse of walleye stocks

was largely avoided when the regional level of fishing

pressure was low, resulting in a largely self-regulating

fishery. Self-regulation was enhanced if anglers increas-

ingly chose sites in proportion to the catch rates offered

at the lakes and density-dependent catchability was low.

Therefore, if the regional level of fishing pressure is high,

increasing the importance of catch in determining

anglers’ fishing site choices helps to conserve stocks at

the landscape level. Such angler behavior had opposite

effects when regional fishing pressure was appreciably,

but not unrealistically, higher (on average 5 h�haÿ1�yrÿ1),

and was particularly pronounced with increasing har-

vester efficiencies (as implied by increased density-

dependent catchability). Thus, support for the general

hypothesis that overexploitation and collapse should be

systematically spreading in a landscape of lakes was

dependent on the level of regional effort and assump-

tions about angler mobility and harvesting efficiency.

Nevertheless, our study revealed a systematic pattern of

high catch importance reducing overfishing potential at

low and aggravating overfishing potential at high angler

population sizes. At the same time, our analyses

suggested that density-dependent catchability might

have more serious consequences for regional overfishing

states than variations in angler behavior (Figs. 3 and 4).

Systematic overexploitation of productive fisheries

The second hypothesis is that anglers should system-

atically overexploit the most productive stocks within a

region because these stocks attract more fishing effort

when angler movements are predominantly motivated

by catch expectations (Parkinson et al. 2004). Our study

provided little support for this hypothesis (Fig. 8).

Support was greatest for the scenario with a very high

level of catch importance driving angler behavior, low

density-dependent catchability, and low regional effort.

This support arose because anglers were highly attracted

FIG. 8. Correlation coefficients between degree of exploitation (1 – [relative biomass at equilibrium, B/K]) and lake productivity
([biomass at carrying capacity, K]/[lake area, A]3 [intrinsic rate of increase, r]) with varying levels of density-dependent catchability
(b¼ 0.0–0.6), regional effort, and catch importance (CI: VL, very low; or VH, very high). Shaded areas are values of correlation
coefficients not significantly different from zero (two-tailed test with a¼ 0.05 and df ¼ 155).

TABLE 2. Coefficients of variation and standard deviations (in parentheses) in catch rates for lakes within selected travel time
zones and varying levels of density-dependent catchability, regional effort, and catch importance.

Density
dependent

catchability (b)

Regional effort
intensity

(h�haÿ1�yrÿ1)
Catch

importance

Travel time zone (minutes)

0–30
(n ¼ 5)

31–60
(n ¼ 14)

61–90
(n ¼ 25)

121–150
(n ¼ 26)

181–210
(n ¼ 19)

0.0 BASE BASE 52.99 (0.06) 33.79 (0.05) 29.77 (0.05) 30.09 (0.04) 31.35 (0.05)
0.0 1 very low 211.85 (0.01) 107.72 (0.06) 37.86 (0.04) 31.19 (0.04) 31.45 (0.04)
0.0 1 very high 44.65 (0.02) 33.68 (0.03) 24.87 (0.03) 27.97 (0.03) 30.53 (0.04)
0.0 5 very low 82.91 (,0.01) 248.70 (0.01) 207.05 (0.04) 48.42 (0.04) 32.29 (0.04)
0.0 5 very high 82.86 (,0.01) 188.59 (0.02) 123.31 (0.03) 32.88 (0.02) 27.36 (0.03)
0.0 9 very low 82.91 (,0.01) 80.73 (,0.01) 404.77 (0.02) 91.78 (0.04) 34.32 (0.04)
0.0 9 very high 82.92 (,0.01) 191.31 (,0.01) 303.57 (0.01) 67.68 (0.02) 30.39 (0.03)

0.6 BASE BASE 28.59 (0.07) 33.79 (0.03) 29.77 (0.03) 30.09 (0.03) 31.35 (0.04)
0.6 1 very low 29.59 (,0.01) 150.98 (0.09) 129.38 (0.12) 22.98 (0.05) 14.09 (0.04)
0.6 1 very high 29.35 (,0.01) 110.73 (0.09) 31.03 (0.06) 12.54 (0.03) 13.32 (0.03)
0.6 5 very low 29.59 (,0.01) 45.97 (0.01) 38.66 (,0.01) 210.57 (0.06) 37.90 (0.08)
0.6 5 very high 29.52 (,0.01) 45.92 (0.01) 38.64 (,0.01) 44.37 (0.01) 190.61 (0.05)
0.6 9 very low 29.74 (,0.01) 45.92 (0.01) 38.64 (,0.01) 44.38 (0.01) 72.90 (0.12)
0.6 9 very high 29.65 (,0.01) 45.91 (0.01) 38.62 (,0.01) 44.36 (0.01) 233.44 (0.05)

Notes: Sample size (n) is the number of lakes in a travel time zone. Boldface indicates initial conditions with biomass equaling
biological carrying capacity.
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to fish at sites with high catch rates and the variability in

catch rates among lakes was greatest for the scenario

with constant catchability and low regional effort

(Appendix D). Even for this scenario, the correlation

coefficient between degree of exploitation and produc-

tivity was quite low (r ¼ 0.29, df ¼ 155, P , 0.01). We

found weak support for the productivity hypothesis

from four other scenarios. These scenarios had a low

level of regional effort and either high or very high levels

of catch importance and low density-dependent or

constant catchability.

Despite the generally low support for the productivity

hypothesis, our results might even overestimate such

support if the assumptions that non-catch related utility

is time invariant and angler knowledge is perfect are

incorrect. Indeed, Matsumura et al. (2010) showed in a

theoretical model that lack of perfect information about

the utility offered at various patches (e.g., lakes) coupled

with suboptimal, probabilistic movement (as in our

model) resulted in a systematic attraction of foragers

(e.g., anglers) to less productive resource patches (e.g.,

lakes). Angler behavior might be even more complex

than in our model or in Matsumura et al. (2010) further

decreasing the odds of systematic overexploitation of the

most productive fisheries. For example, if anglers are

deterred from fishing sites with high levels of congestion

(Hunt 2005), angling effort dynamics will be influenced

by dynamic changes to both expected catch and

expected congestion levels at fishing sites. Because

maximizing integrated multi-attribute utility is a more

general objective for anglers than maximizing catch-

related attributes, anglers will seek to homogenize

differences in utility among lakes by reducing catch

quality variation, moderated by congestion, regulations

in place, travel, and other attributes that generate angler

utility (Johnston et al. 2010). We, therefore, contend

that systematic overexploitation of the most productive

fisheries is only a likely scenario when catch-dependent

utility to anglers is high and harvesting efficiency and

regional fishing pressure are low.

Homogenization of catch rates among lakes

Parkinson et al. (2004) argued that if anglers are

exclusively motivated to search for high-catch-related

signals in a landscape of fisheries (specifically rainbow

trout fisheries in the Vancouver area), anglers should

drive fish stocks among lakes down to a level that

approaches a regional average in catch-dependent

angling utility. Because our model is a biomass model,

we were unable to assess the trade-offs between

numerical catch or harvest rates and size of fish captured

in the angler’s utility function (as done by Parkinson et

al. 2004), which might also be an important part of

angler utility for fishing sites (Hunt 2005). However, we

were able to examine whether the prediction of

homogenization of catch and harvest rates to a regional

average at equilibrium (Cox and Walters 2002, Post et

al. 2002) was generally plausible and consistent with

variation in angler behavior and harvesting efficiency.

We found weak support for the hypothesis of homog-

enization of among-lake catch qualities. Homogeni-

zation of catch rates among lakes was higher when catch

expectations played a more prominent role in the

selection of fishing sites. Under this situation, the

variance in catch rates at sites within the same travel

time bands declined (Table 2). Despite these declines,

substantial among-lake variation in harvest rates at

equilibrium remained because of the angler emphasis on

utility maximization that included non-catch-related

attributes of the fishing experience (e.g., distance, lake

size). At very high degrees of density-dependent catch-

ability, many walleye stocks were extirpated and it was

only then when the homogenizing effect of harvesting

among lakes was very prominent. When regional effort

was low and density-dependent catchability was high,

variations in catch rates were highest in lakes that were

in travel bands between 30 and 90 minutes from the

anglers’ origin. This variability was caused by, in the

case of very high catch importance, a small number of

collapsed walleye stocks (Fig. 6). These collapses

occurred because anglers had high levels of harvesting

efficiency, stocks were susceptible to collapse at low

levels of fishing pressure, and catch provided a poor

signal to anglers about the abundance of remaining

biomass for a stock (Figs. 1 and 4). These facts along

with differences in non-catch-related utility (Appendix

C) and the inability of walleye stocks to recover even

with low levels of fishing pressure (Fig. 4) accounted for

the negative relationship between density-dependent

catchability and the ‘‘homogenization’’ hypothesis.

The limited support for the ‘‘productivity and

homogenization’’ hypotheses arose from our adoption

of a utility-theoretic approach to guide angler behaviors.

Unlike other researchers who defined angling quality

exclusively through catch parameters (e.g., Parkinson et

al. 2004), we used a utility (welfare) maximization

assumption in line with economic theory (McFadden

1974, Manski 1977, Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985) to

guide anglers’ fishing site choices. From empirical data

of choices by anglers, we found that several non-catch-

related attributes (travel time, access of site [trail

distance], and size of lake) contributed to an angler’s

utility for a lake (see Eqs. 4, 5, and 6; Table 1; Appendix

B). Consequently, our simulated anglers allocated their

effort among lakes to minimize differences in utility (i.e.,

a measure of welfare for an angler; Ben-Akiva and

Lerman 1985) rather than catch rate. This is not to

conclude that all lakes had identical utilities at

equilibrium. Even in our case with a relatively simple

utility function for lakes (one for single- and one for

multiple-day trips), a small number of attributes, and

reasonably similar levels of intrinsic rates of increase

among lakes, our system achieved only a dynamic

equilibrium whereby a balance of utility, fishing

pressure, and biomass production was achieved across

the landscape. This dynamic equilibrium suggests that
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hypotheses such as productivity and homogeneity that

were developed with an expected static equilibrium (i.e.,

identical angling quality or utility among sites) are likely

to hold only for specific instances.

Model limitations and future research

Our social-ecological simulation of a landscape of

walleye fisheries represents a flexible approach for

modeling coupled, reasonably complex, and nonlinear

interactions among anglers and fish populations.

Models, however, are only a simplification of a real-

world system and trade-offs exist among model com-

plexity, interpretability, and applicability. We conscious-

ly and deliberately chose to constrain the range of

processes that the current model simulated (e.g., fixed

angler population size, single origin of homogenous

anglers, single species, fixed environmental conditions,

and no catch-and-release). These decisions allowed us to

focus on investigating how regional effort, catch

importance, and density-dependent catchability affected

the landscape patterns of overfishing. Making alternate

decisions about constraints could enhance understand-

ing of landscape outcomes beyond our results, and

future extensions of this work should systematically

address them. We discuss five key constraints in further

detail.

First, we fixed regional angling effort over the entire

system of lakes over all simulation years. This means

that the number of anglers and trips were insensitive to

changing resource conditions over the period of the

simulations. This assumption led to some scenarios

where high fishing pressure persisted on lakes where

walleye biomass was very low (Figs. 3 and 4). Clearly,

given a single-species fishery and preference for high

catch, it would be difficult to maintain a fixed regional

effort in cases where walleye were largely extirpated

from the landscape. However, in many recreational

fisheries there are other factors that tend to stabilize

angler demand, for example, captive cottage or resort

fishing or higher importance of non-catch-based utility.

It is also known that, due to shifting baseline syndromes

working intergenerationally (Pauly 1995), anglers might

become used to extremely low expected catch rates

stemming from overfishing and will continue fishing in

the belief these rates are ‘‘normal.’’ Therefore, even

persistent effort on largely collapsed lakes is not as

unrealistic as it might first appear. Yet, future studies

could relax the rigid assumption of fixed regional effort

by using models that jointly predict fishing site choices

and participation decisions within a utility-theoretic

framework (e.g., Parsons et al. 1999, Hunt et al. 2007) or

that predict general levels of regional angling effort

(Post et al. 2008).

Second, we assumed that anglers would have perfect

information about catch- and non-catch-related attri-

butes offered by all lakes in the landscape. In reality,

realized catch differs from expected catch, anglers may

not share information, some expected catches in remote

areas might not be accessible to many anglers, and

anglers will update their expected walleye catches at

lakes slowly based on current and past experiences. By

increasing the realism of catch-related information

available to anglers within the simulations (accuracy,

mass, and diffusion speed), it is possible that angling

effort will follow but lag expected catch resulting in

some lakes achieving catch rates above a regional

average followed by exploitation that drops catch rates

below the average. However, because we investigated

long-term equilibrium states, it is reasonable to assume

that eventually all catch information would be diffused

among all anglers. Therefore, we expect that incorpora-

tion of more-complex learning dynamics will not

substantially change our key findings that focus on

long-term outcomes. Extending our model to more-

complex learning dynamics represents an important

avenue for future research (Little and McDonald 2007).

Generally, however, the model by Matsumura et al.

(2010) suggests that lack of perfect knowledge among

mobile foragers will probably reduce overfishing states

in a region because less productive fisheries will receive

more effort than would exist in a perfect world.

Third, our multi-attribute utility function was limited

to a few attributes and anglers’ preferences for attributes

only varied by the context of the trip (single- or multiple-

day). By focusing on different attributes and explicitly

considering heterogeneity in preferences for attributes

among anglers, the regional patterns of overfishing

could potentially change (Johnston et al. 2010). We also

assumed that the multi-attribute utility function for a

lake and angler consisted of additive parts from catch- and

non-catch-related attributes. While this additive form is

consistent with past research (Hunt 2005), preferences for

catch might become increasingly important to anglers as

catch rates decline (Finn and Loomis 2001) and/or anglers

might continue fishing only on lakes where catch rates

exceed some threshold (as noted by Post et al. 2008).

Consequently, our results might underestimate the effects

of regional effort, catch importance, and density-depen-

dent catchability on landscape overfishing outcomes as

anglers expended effort on lakes with little remaining

walleye biomass. If we had redirected this effort to other

walleye stocks, increases to the extents and proportions of

collapsed and overexploited stocks would have been likely.

Therefore, additional research should focus on under-

standing and predicting thresholds for catch rates and the

relationship between preferences and catch rates (e.g.,

catch-dependent preferences). Finally, future models

should include attributes for regulatory preferences of

anglers (e.g., aversion of harvest constraints in walleye;

Beard et al. 2003) because then a full examination of the

value of alternative harvest policies (e.g., bag limits, size

limits, effort constraints) can be completed.

Fourth, while we explicitly accounted for a potentially

key process of critical depensation in recreational

fisheries (i.e., inverse density-dependent catchability;

Post et al. 2002), other depensation processes increasing
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the per capita mortality probability might be present,

particularly in walleye fisheries. For example, Sullivan

(2002) showed that illegal harvest rates were inversely

density dependent in walleye. Moreover, there is the

potential for predator–prey-related depensatory mecha-

nism when preferred prey of adult walleye become

competitors of walleye recruits, potentially facilitating

regime shifts and collapse (Walters and Kitchell 2001,

Post et al. 2002, Roth et al. 2010). Because we used a

single species model, we were unable to account for such

potentially important predator–prey-related depensa-

tory mechanisms as put forward in the multispecies

walleye model of Roth et al. (2010). Future research

should extend the ecological submodel to a more

realistic multispecies model, because in the presence of

alternative mechanisms of depensation, the conditions

for widespread collapse of walleye might be more

conservative than predicted in our model (see Roth et

al. 2010). This result is particularly important for

walleye because it is a long-lived species that is likely

more vulnerable to overharvest than are other species

such as rainbow trout (Parkinson et al. 2004). Indeed,

given the consumptive nature of walleye fishing,

collapses of stocks and recruitment overfishing has been

reported (Post et al. 2002, Quist et al. 2010), such that

predictions of overexploitation and collapse in our

simulation is not an artifact of unrealistically high

angling intensities.

Finally, only limited uncertainty was included in our

coupled social-ecological model. We accounted for

differences in site-choice predictions made by anglers

by using a choice-modeling approach, eight replications

for each scenario, and manipulations of critical struc-

tural uncertainties for density-dependent catchability,

catch importance, and regional effort. However, we used

point estimates for parameters of angling site choices

(i.e., preferences for non-catch-related attributes), car-

rying capacity, and the intrinsic rate of increase. These

deterministic parts of the simulations do not communi-

cate the full extent of the uncertainty in social-ecological

models (e.g., Carpenter et al. 1994). However, our

emphasis was to explore systematically the effects of

density-dependent catchability, catch importance, and

effort on overfishing dynamics rather than developing a

predictive model that included all sources of uncertainty

and risk. Therefore, our study should be viewed as a

systematic modeling experiment where variables of

interest can be directly related to chosen parameter

combinations. Further extensions of the model should

focus on addressing the parameter and process uncer-

tainty more explicitly.

Our research provided unequivocal evidence that the

effects of regional effort, degree of inverse density-

dependent catchability, and angler behavioral patterns

in space are critical ingredients to understand regional

overfishing dynamics in walleye stocks. Any simplifica-

tion of these key ingredients might not capture the full

non-linear interactions of the human predator with a

multi-stock, spatially structured fishery. In the practical

world, an increasing call exists for a landscape

perspective on sustainable fisheries management because

management decisions on some lakes will inevitably

have consequences for fishing pressure elsewhere (Lester

et al. 2003, Post et al. 2008). Unfortunately, even basic

information related to (potential) regional effort is often

unknown to managers especially in areas with many

lakes such as northern Ontario.

The outlook is even more pessimistic for availability

of insights about multi-attribute utility functions that

drive angler behavior. One crucial aspect of any

extension of our model framework is that the angler’s

utility function needs to be estimated using appropriate

tools such as revealed or stated preference choice

experiments (Hunt 2005). Many fisheries agencies lack

personnel trained in the human dimensions (Fulton and

Adelman 2003), and even fewer people are present that

have the quantitative skills to develop social behavioral

models that are useful for the development of landscape

models such as ours. Such research needs to do better in

documenting how catch and non-catch aspects are

related to drive the behavior of various angler types

(Hunt 2005). Future research should focus on studying

angler movements throughout regional systems of lakes

where abundance and catch rates are known, which also

requires conducting biological stock assessments across

lakes.

Understanding regional effort and angler behaviors

are not sufficient to understand and subsequently

manage regional overfishing dynamics. This is because

conclusions about regional overfishing dynamics are

strongly influenced by inverse density-dependent catch-

ability, which is a third aspect for which there is rare

appreciation among management agencies. Despite the

seriousness of density-dependent catchability to overex-

ploitation and collapse of recreational fish stocks that are

likely to have this property (e.g., walleye), few studies

have adequately estimated this statistic. For walleye, the

empirically estimated level of density-dependent catch-

ability ranges somewhere between b ¼ 0.0 and 0.18

(Hansen et al. 2000, 2005, Newby et al. 2000). Even at

low levels of density-dependent catchability such as b ¼
0.2, we illustrated that overfishing of walleye populations

can increase by almost two-fold when regional effort was

at a mid-intensity level (Fig. 5). Higher rates of density-

dependent catchability have been reported for lake trout

(Shuter et al. 1998) and commercial fishing species (as

reviewed by Harley et al. [2001]) suggesting that potential

exists for density-dependent catchabilities above 0.2 for

walleye. Likewise, density-dependent catchability might

increase in the future because of improvements to

technologies for fishing and better and more available

information about catching fishing. While one could

argue that these changes might simply increase the

magnitude of the catchability coefficient (q) for all

density levels, we suspect that anglers will search for

information and use technologies more often when
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fishing quality declines (i.e., a diminishing marginal

utility exists among anglers that should reduce efforts by

anglers to learn and buy equipment in cases when catch

rates are high). Therefore, more research is needed to

understand the current levels of density-dependent

catchability in recreational fisheries such as walleye and

to understand likely changes over time. Without such

information, it will be difficult to predict how any specific

regional fishery will be affected by angling exploitation.

CONCLUSIONS AND MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

Our case study on walleye suggests that understand-

ing regional overfishing dynamics involves a careful

understanding of angler behavior, the motivating

factors for fishing site choice, and the compensatory

response of the exploited species. These factors will

interact with the regional angler population to create

reasonably predictable patterns of overfishing in the

landscape. These patterns range from self-regulating

systems with low levels of regional fishing pressure

(reinforced by more catch-oriented angler behavior and

decreased harvesting efficiencies) to collapse of walleye

fisheries away from the origin of angling effort

(aggravated by more catch-oriented behavior and

increased harvesting efficiencies). Only under certain

situations, however, will more productive stocks be

systematically overexploited, and we predict that an

appreciably high variance in catch qualities is expected

to remain across a landscape of nearly open-access

fisheries. Only very remote fish stocks will be saved from

substantial overharvest when regional fishing pressure

increases critically to a high level.

We cannot provide a simple answer about the

effectiveness of different management policies, as the

answer depends on the particular configuration of the

landscape (e.g., angler population, angler behavior) and

the interplay of anglers and fish (e.g., density-dependent

catchability). Necessary policies to protect stocks from

overfishing and maximize angler welfare at the regional

level will range from no regulations in the case of self-

regulation (which can occur when regional fishing

pressure is low and catch importance is high) to a

mosaic of management interventions that depend on the

degree of overexploitation and its location in the

landscape (Carpenter and Brock 2004, Post et al.

2008). At high levels of regional fishing pressure, the

most stringent regulations might be needed (Post et al.

2008), while remotely located fish stocks might persist at

high levels of abundance for these scenarios even

without regulation. Therefore, we conclude in the spirit

of Carpenter and Brock (2004) that a mixture between

one-size-fits-all policies and lake-specific management

will probably result in the best outcomes for the entire

landscape if one aims at providing the highest total

welfare to anglers while sustaining the biological

resource.

Some researchers have advocated using effort control

systems (e.g., fixing the number of anglers or effort

allowed per lake) to manage recreational fisheries and

associated harvest (e.g., Cox et al. 2002, 2003, Post et al.

2002). We demonstrated that fixing effort only at the

regional scale can result in localized and widespread

overexploitation concerns and possibly collapses of

stocks depending on how anglers choose lakes and

which biological factors govern the exploited stock. For

example, at high levels of density-dependent catchabil-

ity, localized overharvest and collapse was observed

when anglers were not very inclined to move when

stocks declined (low catch importance). Thus, even a

strict effort control system for an entire landscape (e.g.,

limited angling licenses) could result in overexploitation

and collapse of fish stocks if density-dependent catch-

ability of walleye is high. Therefore, adaptive regulatory

planning over landscapes of fisheries should draw from a

full tool kit of management options and be based on

regular monitoring information. This planning is likely

the best solution to mitigate any undesirable effects

resulting from fish–angler interactions, but success of

this approach depends on the potentially costly moni-

toring system (Lester et al. 2003, Fayram et al. 2009).

Because timely monitoring of literally hundreds of lakes

in a landscape will be virtually impossible, ‘‘adaptive,’’

integrative social-ecological models such as ours extend-

ed to include regulatory tools might provide informed

solutions that are open to experimental reassessments

and modification. Managers and policy makers are,

therefore, advised to maintain and possibly increase

standardized monitoring programs assessing both catch

and human behaviors to be able to experiment with

various management interventions for a landscape of

fisheries and to provide possibilities to validate predic-

tions from complex social-ecological models about

landscape of recreational fisheries.
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APPENDIX A

Methods of estimating carrying capacity and intrinsic rate of increase (Ecological Archives A021-115-A1).

APPENDIX B

Model selection analyses and parameter estimates for non-catch-related attributes for predicting trip choices by Thunder Bay
area anglers (Ecological Archives A021-115-A2).

APPENDIX C

Implications of accounting for trip context within the fishing-site-choice model for anglers (Ecological Archives A021-115-A3).

APPENDIX D

Distribution of expected catch rates for all lakes and all scenarios (Ecological Archives A021-115-A4).
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